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award for CBLaward for CBL

At CBL we work constantly to
improve every aspect of our service
and, as an integral part of this, we recognise the importance of providing our customers with the best
and most reliable machines.  So far this year, we’ve invested £1.5M in new additions to our hire fleet:
Takeuchi excavators, Merlo telehandlers from 5m to 17m, Thwaites dumpers, Atlas Copco tools and
compressed air, Bomag compaction and concreting equipment from Putzmeister; plus a further
£400,000 in demonstration machinery for the benefit of our customers.
Charlotte Barford, CBL Managing Director, comments, ‘There are signs of an upturn in the economy
and we have seen a marked improvement in demand within the house building sector.  Demand on our
rental fleet is increasing and our ongoing investment will allow us to offer our customers the best
equipment for the job.’

CBL’s new look website & twitter CBL’s new look website & twitter This spring we launched our updated and expanded website.  The
new site includes detailed product information, special offers, used equipment available as well as news and events pages and a
twitter feed.  If you haven’t already done so, why not visit www.cbl.co.uk?  Do you have any comments or have an interesting
story/application that you would like us to consider featuring on the News and Events page?  Why not send us the details using
the Feedback form in the Contact Us section of the site.

Having enjoyed a very successful 2012 right across the Takeuchi product range and
providing the local level of support necessary to support the Takeuchi brand, we were
delighted to be named Takeuchi dealer of the year for 2012.  

CBL excel in levels of dealer support and backupCBL excel in levels of dealer support and backup
Tamaru Tomonori, Managing Director Takeuchi Mfg UK Ltd, said, ‘As a Takeuchi dealer since
2005, CBL has continued to grow the Takeuchi name right across the South.  In 2012 CBL
excelled in their levels of dealer support and backup up to the increasing numbers of
Takeuchi machines now operating in the region.’  Charlotte Barford said, ‘We are delighted
to receive this prestigious award, and I would like to thank the team at CBL, whose efforts
have enabled us to respond to our customers’ requirements, and to thank the team at
Takeuchi, who have supported us so well.’

2013 Hire Fleet investment2013 Hire Fleet investment

CBL : Takeuchi dealer
of the year 2012

A bright future for CBL SaltashA bright future for CBL Saltash
At the beginning of February 2013, after 2 years of planning, CBL Saltash moved to their new purpose built location within a

mile of the old depot. With 9,000 square feet of interior space and an outside area of 14,000 square feet, the layout and strategic
position in Marjorie Court allows the option of expanding the depot in the future.  The depot now has spacious offices and an
entrance area ideal for meeting customers and discussing their requirements and a workshop facility of 3,000 square feet with
room to accommodate our 7 workshop staff. 
With the increasing growth of our Central Parts and the popularity of our branded XT Rubber Tracks, it was important for Nigel
Hazell, our Parts Manager, to have the space to develop and grow our parts business. Equally important was enough office space
to accommodate the growing Central Parts team who are kept busy dealing with our customers’ telephone orders. 

Mark Hodge is a registered OHSCR Health and Safety
consultant and a Chartered member of the Institute of Safety and
Health.  On behalf of CBL and
other customers who use our
advice, Mark is continually
reviewing new legislation and any changes we need to make to
our businesses due to this.  It is good news that, rather than
extra work over the past twelve months, the only real changes
have been to relieve the burden on businesses by the reducing of
various regulations such as the changes to RIDDOR and the
imminent changes to the First Aid regulations.  If you would like
any advice on such matters please remember that we are here to
help and contact Mark. 

We pride ourselves in
delivering excellent service

that is second to none, in every area of our business and
all our teams work hard to achieve this.  It is pleasing to be

able to report that Mark Hodge, our
Operations Director, received three
complimentary comments over three
days in August.  We are very proud of
our customer care ethos and welcome
your comments.  Please let Mark know
about your experiences, good or bad,
by emailing him at
Mark.Hodge@cbl.co.uk.

Health & Safety



Charlie Oakhill has
joined CBL as our Merlo
Sales Specialist and works

alongside our sales team to support them in telehandler
sales, where needed, and promoting Merlo to customers
throughout our territory.  He specialises in the ‘Heavy Lift’
range which have lift capacities from 6 - 12 tonnes  and the
market leading Roto’s, capable of lifting up to 30m and has an
in depth knowledge of telehandlers, having previously spent 18
years specialising in telescopic handler sales throughout the
Southwest and South Wales.  
At Merlo, Ken Hamilton has been appointed Country Manager for
Merlo UK and is responsible for all commercial operations
within the company.   In addition, Simon Howell has joined
the Merlo sales team with an impressive manufacturing
background in the construction industry, having
previously worked for JCB and Bobcat.  
Merlo’s innovative and patented M CDC (Merlo
Dynamic Load Control) has been awarded the
PLANTWORX’s Innovation Award.  Safety
remains the prime Merlo objective and the
M CDC system, which is now standard across all Turbofarmer
agricultural machines and is gradually being introduced across the
Panoramic range, takes a totally new approach to load control.
The system identifies the weight and position of the payload,
compares both to a virtual ‘load chart’ and calculates the ‘stability
index’.  As the stability index rises, audio/visual alarms and a
final hydraulic lock act to prevent a forward overturn.
ROTO telehandlers embody a new concept of strength in action,
successful even in the most challenging handling and lifting
operations.  There are three separate families of ROTO, offering

13 different models of varying capacity and specification.  The
ROTO model is very much a true multi-role vehicle, doing the
jobs of forklift, lifting equipment and work platforms on site.
The MCSS is the ultimate development of the ROTO concept,
developed and produced in-house by Merlo.  It provides a
highly sophisticated - yet easy to use - safety and monitoring
system, designed to make the absolute most out of the lifting
capabilities of the ROTO, in complete safety.
Three, four and even five-section boom assemblies provide
lift heights from 10 metres up to a massive 30 metres.
Chain drive mechanisms reduce parasitic weight of the
boom sections and contribute to the excellent working
load capacities, even at full reach.
The four stabilisers are hydraulically actuated in pairs.

Both the sideways extension and vertical displacement
of the outriggers are independently controlled.  A

unique feature of the MCSS system is that the
overload and stability monitoring system is
completely independent of the stabiliser position
- meaning that the ROTO MCSS continues to work
safely, even with stabilisers partially or

asymmetrically extended, e.g. operating against a wall or in
narrow roadways. 

Digga is the leading manufacturer of
pendant mounted auger drives and
trenching machines and CBL now

exclusively supply Digga auger and trenchers from all our
centres.  Digga have a solution to all your attachment needs
and to suit most machine types. Their products provide users
with quality, versatility, competitive pricing and factory backed
warranty. 

At CBL, we really do try to offer the best customer care in the industry and, because we
concentrate on dealing with people and giving the personal touch, we have many loyal
customers.
This is always evident at the Royal Cornwall Show where, year after
year, customers such as Fred Champion Groundworks have on display
Thwaites dumpers which they have bought every year.  In Fred’s case
he has purchased Thwaites dumpers from CBL more than 10 years in a row.  Another such
customer is Stephen Hoskin Construction (SHC).  Stephen has been a CBL customer since the
day SHC started trading in 1995 - with CBL supplying everything from sand to dumpers in
the early days.  Now a major player in our industry, supplying all the national house builders
with quality ground works, SHC continue to hire and buy from CBL.  We have sold 27
Thwaites dumpers to SHC as well as numerous diggers, rollers, disc cutters and even a road
sweeper.  Over recent years we have been asked to supply them in their distinctive blue and

white livery as seen here.  Thwaites have a purpose built facility at Leamington Spa for bespoke livery spraying.

Long term CBL customer Robinson Plant Ltd have taken delivery of a Takeuchi TB285
excavator from CBL Saltash to replace a 2009 Kubota KX080-3. 
Robinson Plant Ltd specialise in all aspects of groundworks and hard landscaping for private
properties in Devon. With over 30 years' experience they undertake everything from hard
landscaping work, such as pond and lake excavation, levelling, foundation work etc through
to paving, driveways and riding arenas.  A family run business, they pride themselves on
going the extra mile to see that every single customer receives a high standard of work and
a friendly, professional service throughout.

News round up . . .
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New from our suppliers . . .

Atlas Copco’s new high-
performance hydraulic
breaker, the SB 702, the
only 700 kg hydraulic
breaker with a solid body,

makes light work of a wide range of gardening,
landscaping, construction and demolition jobs.
The unique aspect of the SB 702 is its solid body, a
feature which no other breaker in the 700 kg class
has and a one-piece housing construction makes it
unusually compact and easy to handle.  The SB 702 is
easy to set up and service, works with a wide oil flow
range and so can be installed on a broad variety of
carriers.  Energy recovery boosts productivity, lower fuel
consumption and efficiency and the SB 702 provides much higher
percussive performance.  Energy recovery also helps to absorb
recoil, which means less wear and tear on the carrier and a higher
level of comfort for the operator.

Atlas Copco has launched its lightest fully vibro-reduced handheld
hydraulic pick hammer LH 8E.  This dampened chipping hammer
weighs 9.5 kg and Atlas Copco’s HAPSTM, Hand and Arm Protection
System, helps reduce the operator’s exposure to vibrations.  It is
ideally suited for horizontal work in brick and concrete work as
well as building renovation, is well balanced and offers the
operator a higher level of comfort and the same great
performance, without adding unnecessary weight.  Features
include full canopy vibro-reduction and noise-reduction.

Bomag presented its new tamper
generation for the first time at Bauma

2013.  The new range, comprising models
BVT 65, BT 65 and BT 60, represents top
quality and efficiency with no
compromise and allows users to decide
which machine suits their requirements
best: the BVT 65 for occasional use and
typical applications and requirements;
the BT 65 for frequent use with the
highest demands on compaction; and the
BT 60 for constant use in confined spaces
and time-intensive work intervals.
All three new tamper developments have
been precisely customised to user
requirements.

The new series BW 120 AD-5 tandem vibratory roller was
launched at the Executive Hire Show in February this year.
Equipped with a quiet
running, powerful
3-cylinder Kubota engine
and clear layout, spacious
platform and new
standards of low noise
level and hand/arm
vibrations give more
operator comfort. 
This new model is proving
to be a great success with
CBL customers. 

For landscapers, grave diggers and utilities contractors the trailer towable TB219 compact mini excavator offers a versatile
machine option, slimming down to just 980mm (1030mm cab), to get into the narrowest working areas.  Extended digging depth is
vital for many ground working services and the TB219 comfortably digs to 2520mm. Ground reach
extends to 4280mm assisting operators where access is restricted.  For landscaping, soil grading and
finishing the TB219 features an adjustable dozer blade with useful bucket to blade contact.  CBL
have demonstrators available - please contact your local centre for more information.

TB 260 - the new compact 6 tonne excavator. Takeuchi have moved into
the 6 tonne category of excavators with their new TB260, which combines all the proven
characteristics of Takeuchi excavators - smooth hydraulics, powerful machine
performance and good serviceability - into a larger sized machine.  The TB 260
weighs in at 5570kg with a massive 43.2kN bucket breakout force and has a
machine track footprint of just 2000mm x 2573mm while a 1300mm rear end
radius and shorter than average tail swing makes all the difference on-site in
limited areas as does a long ground reach.  Built with the operator in mind, the roomy isolated cab
minimises the impact felt with a sliding suspended seat, 10-way adjustable headrest, ergonomically positioned hand and foot
controls, high capacity automatic climate control and gives the operator excellent all round visibility.

CBL have been appointed dealers for Honda equipment and Richard
Sturgess, CBL Sales Director, says, ‘We are delighted to be associated
with such a high quality supplier.’  We offer the full range of pumps
(1” to 3” with the 2” and 3” available as trash pumps) and

generators from the basic 2kVA site generators up to a super silent model with inverter technology.  We will
shortly be Honda engine service agents and this will enable us to sell a great variety of engine parts as well as
complete engines for products we sell with Honda engines.  Call your local centre for more information and parts
for pumps, generators and engines.  See our special offers on the enclosed CBL Specials.

Compressors 
in stock now

BW 120 AD-5 on display at the
Executive Hire Show 2013

Bridgend
01656 743231

Bristol
01275 372229

Maidstone
01622 719957

Crawley
01293 851352
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Green Hill Construction specialise in the procurement, design and
construction of new build affordable homes for registered landlords across South
Wales and, unlike many companies, directly employ the majority of their staff.
This ensures their clients are insulated from market fluctuations in the cost and
demand for labour and allows them to deliver cost effective projects at the
absolute best value.
Darran Watts, MD for Green Hill Construction, has recently purchased another
two Merlo R45.21 for his expanding fleet. These have been added to two 21 mtr
Rotos and two 13 mtr Merlos for site use. A P25.6 is the preferred choice at their
timber frame manufacturing facility in Newport. The reason for the 25.6 is its
compactness and versatility in a factory environment, where space can be at a premium. Darran
says the Merlo Roto is more cost-effective and more adaptable to his sites than a crane, making it
the right tool for the job. After extensive research, Darran decided that the Merlo was the exact
machine for their requirements.
On a recent trip to Bauma in Germany, Darran decided on Bomag compaction for his company and

purchased two Bomag 120-5 tandem rollers sprayed in the corporate Green Hill colour. 

CBL Newbury have supplied an Atlas Copco LPD-T Post driver to Environments for People Ltd, a
company specialising in the field of land and water based environmental management.  David Patrick and
Hugh Roberts had a demonstration of the post driver and power pack whilst reinstating a new walkway
around a lake in Aylesbury, Bucks.  They had been using a standard handheld post driver and the new
purchase means less physical effort and a significant reduction in the time
they spend in the water.
David Patrick commented, ‘We are very happy with the ease of use of the
post driver and were very impressed by the power it delivers.  Coupled with
its ease of use, this will reduce our time significantly in future jobs”
Simon Perkis, CBL Area Manager, adds, ‘The Atlas Copco LPD-T post driver is
a fantastic small tool for companies such as Environments for People.  Along
with the many other attachments that can be run from a hydraulic power
pack such as core drills, breakers, submersible water pumps and cut off saw,
the power pack is becoming an essential part of equipment.’
If you would like a demonstration of the post driver in action, please contact
your local CBL centre or Area Manager.

As part of Blu-3 (UK) Limited’s
continued growth within the industry and
commitment to their clients, they have
purchased 10 x 1.5ton new Takeuchi mini
excavators complete with trailers and
attachments for use on their street lighting
works contracts. They chose the Takeuchi
TB016 due to its performance and
transportability. The TB016 mini excavator,

with its unique hydraulically extendable

track system, adds greater stability to
its working depth thus providing greater
health and safety confidence for their
workforce. Gaynor Nicholson, Plant Manager
at Blu-3 says, ‘The professionalism of the
CBL team and the quick and efficient
service they provided us as a new customer
has been excellent and we look forward to
doing business with them in the future.’

Eagle Plant was
established almost 40 years
ago primarily with the aim of
providing quality plant and
equipment hire to the
construction industry.  Their
business has strategically
expanded from its small
beginnings in South
Somerset, to over 20 branches
located throughout England
and Wales.  CBL Bristol

recently concluded a deal
of 8 Thwaites dumpers to be
distributed to this depot
network.  The purchase
consisted of 5 x 1 tonne
dumpers, 2 x 3 tonne
standard dumpers and a 3
tonne swivel skip dumper.
Eagle Plant, chose Thwaites
dumpers because of their
proven reliability and
customer acceptance. 


